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DATES FOR THE DIARY
Friday 1st June: The congregation will visit the Progressive
Jewish Synagogue on Avenue Road Leicester for an 8 p.m.
service and fellowship after.
Sunday 24th June : Vestry meeting to follow morning service.
Saturday 28th July: the postponed June EMU Quarterly Meeting at Lincoln, the general meeting to start at 2.30 p.m.
Monday 27th August : TEA IN THE GARDEN, from 2 p.m. to
4.30 p.m. Volunteers to bake cakes and/ or help on the day
are needed. Contributions for the tombola stall are sought.
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FROM THE MINISTER
Dear Friends, on Saturday 26th May last some 180 guests, including many members of the congregation, gathered at chapel to celebrate the wedding of Simon Hall and David Kent.
Chapel was decorated with lovely floral arrangements, and
the car park was transformed by a huge marquee in which the
after-service speeches and celebrations took place.
There was (to use the expression) “a lot of love in the room”
and it goes without saying that we wish David and Simon every happiness and congratulate them on a wonderfully memorable occasion.
A jazz quintet including two members of the congregation,
George and Huw, played brilliantly after the tea and speeches were over, and before the evening meal.
Not since the General Assembly Meeting of the 1980’s had
the chapel been so full, and the balcony occupied. The hymn
singing and the choir offerings were marvellous, and our organ was given full-throated expression.
We came away
into the warm
summer night experiencing the
glow of good companionship,
shared conversations, and many
moments of hilarity. It truly was a
day to remember.
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The delicious catering for the occasion had been provided by
Theresa of The White Swan Sileby. And after the Sunday
morning service the next day, I was forced (!) to leave the
general clearing up to David and Simon and their friends in
order to attend another celebration at another marquee, -this time at The White Swan itself.
This event was to mark Theresa’s 35 years as landlady of the
pub. During the speeches Theresa spoke about how the original letting agent had been cynical about how long she would
last in the position (he said he would give her about six
weeks!), and how delighted she would now be to be able to
show him how wrong he was. After leasing for a few years,
she eventually became the owner, and built a reputation for
fine food in the process.
During the afternoon I talked to Theresa’s guests and remarked on the successful wedding celebrations of the day
before. I found it wonderful to see how every one of her
friends and family that I chatted to (people drawn from hugely
disparate professions and occupations and distant parts of
the country) were interested in and completely supportive of
same sex weddings and of our Unitarian position on them.
Once again the sun shone on the celebrations. Theresa’s catering seemed to link the two occasions. We came home at
the end of the weekend full of good food, almost hoarse from
having talked so much, and with a sense of the rightness and
appropriateness of what both Simon and David and Theresa
had each in their own ways achieved.
With good wishes to all members and friends,
Arthur.
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ALL THAT JAZZ
One of the many pleasures of Simon and David’s wedding celebrations in May was to sit in the marquee after the tea and
the speeches and listen to the jazz band. It was a five-piece
ensemble which included Huw Casson and George Dunseth,
and they were very cool.
We do not hear much jazz in chapel, which is a shame, and
something we could perhaps think about changing. As Unitarians we ought to be comfortable with the idea of improvisation,
of not being quite composed, -- in just the same way as our
several theologies are not always quite composed, or always
orderly!
I know that Mike and Nicky, who I was sitting next to, thoroughly appreciated the music, -- our organist Robin also plays,
-- and I wonder whether there are more jazz lovers among the
congregation who might consider hosting an evening in the
Garden Room or downstairs sometime in the future?
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INTERVIEW WITH MANISH SOOD
Manish, I know you are a keen volunteer with Aspiro can you
briefly tell me a bit about the organisation?
It’s a social enterprise that covers the whole of Leicestershire
and which has been going for 7 years, under the leadership of
our Managing Director Peter Smith. Aspiro receives its referrals from Leicestershire Partnerships NHS Trust. People with
mental health problems and young people classed as NEETS*
can go online to access our services. We bring them in for an
interview and decide what category of help and support would
suit them best. For example, we offer a job club, where people
come in to our city centre office and get 1 to 1 support to use
our computers and make job applications on line. We also offer
training courses, to give people skills and confidence in areas
such as CV writing, presenting themselves and interview preparation.
How long have you been associated with Aspiro?
I first came through the Aspiro door 3 years ago, via the
Recovery College on the Bradgate Unit at Glenfield Hospital.
I’d been an inpatient there due to a combination of mental
health problems (depression, anxiety, schizophrenia, aspergers syndrome) and attended some small group training on
welfare benefits run by Peter. He noticed that I was very interactive and ‘head hunted’ me to volunteer for his organisation.
What is your current role in Aspiro?
I’m the Business Development Assistant and spend most of
my time writing bids in order to apply for funding grants. Not all
of them are fruitful but my father always said ‘keep trying, keep
trying’ so I’m not one to give up. Another part of my job is to
keep up to date with changes in Government policy and legislation. I enjoy the challenge of this.
I normally work for Aspiro for about 5 hours a week. This fits in
well with my other commitments. I care for my 96 year old
grandma and do much of the cooking in the house that we
* Not in education, employment or training
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share. I also act as consort to my mother (Manjula Sood
MBE) when she attends events in her official capacity as a
city councillor and High Bailiff.
What do you find most personally rewarding about this work?
It’s good to be able to use skills and experiences from previous jobs I have done in such a worthwhile cause. Bids have
to be persuasive and business-like so my background in politics and lobbying and my MBA qualification both come in
useful. I enjoy meeting so many different people, from many
walks of life and with all sorts of experience. I also appreciate
the personal development that I get out of the training and
support that Aspiro provides for its staff and volunteers. It’s a
very caring organisation – there’s always someone to ask if I
need any help. Successfully nominating Peter for this year’s
Leicester Citizen of the Year Award was a recent high-spot.

Manish and Peter at the award ceremony

What advice would you give to someone who is considering
volunteering in their local community?
Be flexible, be honest, be professional and motivated. Do
some research on any organisation you are considering as
its important you choose something that you will enjoy and
that is linked with your experiences and interests.
Nicky Drucquer
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SHABBAT SERVICE
st

On Friday 1 June a contingent of 11 of us from the Chapel were delighted to attend a Shabbat Service at the Leicester Progressive Jewish Community. We were first met by their chairperson, Miriam Levene, who explained the history of the congregation: founded in 1948 as an alternative
to orthodox Judaism for the Leicester Jewish community, it was able to
move to its current location in a converted kindergarten on Avenue Road
in 1995. It was fascinating also to learn about the origin of one of the Torah scrolls – one of a collection which surprisingly survived from Czech
synagogues after the war – and of the significance of the stained glass
and the tree of life memorial.
The service itself was both an education and a privilege to witness. Led
by Rabbi Mark Solomon, there were beautiful songs, chants, prayers and
blessings, partly in Hebrew, with responses possible in English, so we
were able to join in at times. Rabbi Mark gave a sermon on the topic of
light and generously referenced the Unitarian symbol of the chalice, adding some historical detail which most of us were unaware of!

After sharing the symbolic glass of wine and a taste of the Challah bread,
there was an interesting Q and A session with Mark where we learnt in
more depth about some of the key distinguishing features of Liberal/
Progressive Judaism, such as the pursuit of gender equality and a nondogmatic approach to religious texts. We are most grateful for the warm
welcome we received and hope to reciprocate with an invitation for their
community (also called Neve Shalom – Oasis of Peace) to visit us at
Great Meeting.
Mike Drucquer
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